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Game Description 
(for Players)

The reels are spicy in Chilli Heat Megaways™, the 200,704 ways to 
win videoslot, where Money Symbols trigger the Respins round. Land 
special symbols on the top reel and get the chance to unlock reels 1 
or 6, or multiply the values of all Money Symbols present on the screen 
by up to 10x!
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Theme:   
Hot and Spicy

Player Demographic:  
All

Player Skill Level:  
All

Reels:  
6
 
Symbols:  
23

Paylines:  
200,704 ways

Progressive:  
No

Wild Symbol:  
Yes

Paid Scatter:  
No

Free Spins feature:  
Yes

Game ID:  
vswayschilheat

Default RTP:  
96.50%

Bet Multiplier 
20
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Tumbling
· After a win, the symbols that have been part of the 
win will disappear and the symbols above will fall 
down and take their place. The game will then play 
this new matrix of symbols as a new game with no 
cost to the player. This process may be repeated until 
there is no win.
· [MO] symbols cascade but are never removed from 
the screen.
· Top bonus reel will cascade from right to left.

14 sets of reels:
· Base game(0-1, 2-3, 4-5):
- 3 sets of reels for regular screen and 3 sets for top 
screen
- One of sets is randomly selected at each rotation
· Ante game: (6-7,8-9,10-11):
- 3 sets of reels for regular screen and 3 sets for top 
screen
- One of sets is randomly selected at each rotation
· Purchase sets: (12-13)

Scatter

· Pays only during Re-Spin feature
· Appears on all reels (during re-spin)
· Doesn’t tumble

Wild
· Appears on reels 2,3,4,5
· Appears on top reel
· Does not pay itself
· Substitutes all regular symbols
· Tumbles
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Re-Spin Feature
· 6 or more [MO] trigger the Re-Spin Feature
· All winning combinations are paid, then the symbols 
fade except for symbol [MO]
· At the start of the feature only reels 2,3,4 and 5 will 
have [MO] on them. Reels 1 and 6 will be “blacked out” 
and need to be unlocked to be able ro re-spin [MO].
· The reels are spun 3 times. Any additional symbol 
[MO] are sticky. If the player gets another symbol 
[MO], then the spins are reset to 3. Feature will end 
when there are 0 re-spins.
· The top reel cannot land [MO] but they land modifier 
symbols that land, grant their respective modifier and 
3 re-spins and disappear.

· The modifiers:
- Unlock Reel 1: Unlocks reel 1, allowing [MO] to land on 
reel 1.
- Unlock Reel 6: Unlocks reel 6, allowing [MO] to land 
on reel 6.
- Extend Reel: Extends the reel height to 7.
- Collect Reel: Awards player all current [MO] Prizes on 
that reel.
- Collect All: Awards player all current [MO] Prizes on 

screen.
- Multiply Reel:  
Multiplies all current [MO] 
Prizes on that reel.
- Multiply All: Multiplies all current  
[MO] Prizes on screen.

· Modifiers will be take effect from left to right after 
reels 1-6 have spun.
· Landing 7 MO on a reel will trigger a collect reel or 
multiply reel on that reel.
· When feature ends, player is awarded sum of prizes 
on reels 1-6.
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Purchase
· Before every base spin, the player can choose to buy 
the Re-Spins feature.
· The cost to the player is 100x the bet.

Ante Bet
· Before every spin, the player can choose to pay extra 
credits for the spin.
· This will give the player a higher chance to trigger the 
Re-Spin Feature
· The cost to the player is 25 credits instead of 20.
· Purchase is unavailable

Win limit
· Game has max win limit for one round – 5000 x TB.
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 PRAGMATIC PLAY

Contact us for more info: sales@pragmaticplay.com

THANK YOU!


